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BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

The present invention relates to methods and apparatus for capturing, storing,

and distributing product data. More particularly, the present invention relates to

capturing, storing, and distributing data suitable for use in electronic catalogs.
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2. Description of the Related Art

Manufacturers and suppliers of products have traditionally distributed paper

catalogs to market their products to resellers and consumers. However, such

traditional marketing tools are costly. In addition to the cost of the materials with

which each catalog is manufactured, postage is required to mail each catalog to a

potential purchaser. Moreover, the potential market base of traditional catalogs is

limited by the mailing list maintained by the individual manufacturer or reseller.

With the advent and increasing popularity of the Intemet, suppliers have access to a

much larger potential customer base. Through the Litemet, the market base of

manufacturers and resellers may be maximized while the associated overhead may

potentially be dramatically reduced. As a result, providing catalogs to end-users in

electronic form through the Intemet has started to become a viable alternative or

addition to traditional print catalogs. However, for electronic commerce to be

successful, product information must be made available in an accurate and efficient

manner to enable consumers to make well-informed purchase decisions.

Current electronic catalogs are typically little more than electronic versions of

print catalogs. Although such electronic catalogs are useful and have been growing in

popularity, they don't tend to deliver significantly more product information than

print catalogs. Thus, they don't take advantage of one of the biggest potential

advantage that electronic catalogs have over print catalogs. That is, the ability to

deliver significantly more product information than their cousins the print catalogs.

This is unfortunate since consumer purchase decisions are guided in large part by the

product information that is readily accessible to the consumer. One reason that

current electronic catalogs typically offer little more product information than print
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catalogs is that most resellers consider it prohibitively expensive to gather extensive

product information and then make such information available in electronic form.

However, due to the vast amount of information available on the Intemet in recent

years, consumer expectations have increased dramatically. Therefore electronic

retailers that are able to provide more product information and a better ability for

consumers to compare products v^ill have a competitive advantage.

In a traditional chain of transactions, a manufacturer sells its products to a

distributor for distribution to resellers who then sell the products directly to

consumers. Although manufacturers have access to the most detailed information

regarding products that they sell to distributors, the information that is ultimately

accessible by potential end-users is often limited. Moreover, manufacturers,

distributors and resellers often publish data with varying levels of detail to describe

features of the same product. For instance, a reseller may simply advertise the

availability of a particular computer at an advertised cost while another reseller or a

distributor may provide specific details regarding the same computer such as the type

and number of ports included. In addition to the varying content of the information

supplied by different sources, the information is often structured very differently. The

lack of standardization regarding the content and structure of product information will

become evident with the examination of any advertisement or web site. Due to the

lack of localized, structured information, it is often difficult to compare competitive

products.

More specifically, in order to compare similar products that are available from

different manufacturers, a consumer typically must perform lengthy searches. As a

result, it is a time-consuming and difficult process for a consumer to access the same

information for a variety of products, particularly when the products are not available
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from the same manufacturer. Therefore, electronic retailers that are able to provide

more consumers with a better ability to compare similar products from different

manufactures will have a competitive advantage.

One more problem encountered by both print and electronic catalogs is that

the product information they do have is often inaccurate and/or out of date. In order

to acquire accurate and detailed information for use in catalogs, product information

is often obtained from the manufacturer or reseller of the product. For instance, a ^

standard product description in which standard features of the product are described is

often supplied by the product manufacturer. However, in today*s technologically fast

paced environment, manufacturers are continually upgrading product features as well

as corresponding product descriptions. With these frequent technological advances

there is a high probability that catalogs produced by resellers will contain outdated

information. Accordingly, it would be desirable if an up-to-date product description

were made available to suppliers and resellers to ensure the accuracy and

completeness of such catalog entries.

Still another limitation ofmost catalogs is that they are not multi-lingual.

That is, most catalogs are written in one language and are really only suitable for use

by customers comfortable using that particular language. Typically, it takes a

significant amount of time and energy to write a catalog for use in a second language,

thus the few catalogs that are multi-lingual tend to provide very limited product

information. The lack of detailed multi-lingual catalog product occurs even when the

manufacturer has provided detailed multi-lingual product information. The difficulty

in creating information rich multi-lingual catalogs has proven to be a significant

deterrent to selling across borders, particularly in places like Europe where there are a

number of languages used in a small geographic area.
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In view of the foregoing, improved mechanisms for gathering, organizing and

deUvering product information to catalog creators would be highly desirable. Further,

the ability to deliver such information in a multi-lingual form to create multi-lingual

catalogs would be an additional benefit. Additionally, improved mechanisms for

enabling product comparison and/or delivering would be desirable.
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SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The present invention enables product data to be captured, stored and distributed

in an efficient manner. This is accomphshed, in part, through the use of a product

data model that is used to facilitate the capture and storage of the product data. In this

manner, product data suitable for use in electronic catalogs is captured and stored for

subsequent distribution to customers (e.g., manufacturers, distributors, resellers) as

well as end-users.

According to one aspect of the invention, a data structure suitable for use in

collecting, distributing or storing product data for use in a catalog is disclosed. More

particularly, the data structure is based on a data model having one or more classes,

where each of the classes has one or more associated categories. The data structure

includes at least one class definition, each class definition being arranged to identify

one or more associated categories. In addition, the data structure includes a plurality

of category definitions, each category definition being arranged to identify an

associated attribute group. The data structure further includes a plurality of attribute

group definitions, where each attribute group definition is arranged to identify one or

more attributes that are associated with the attribute group. In order to assist in the

capture of data, each attribute has an associated possible value list that identifies

values that are selectable as values for the associated attribute. Accordingly, product

data may be captured and stored according to the data model. As a result, detailed

product information may be gathered and concentrated in one location for subsequent

distribution.
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There are a variety of methods for capturing data according to the data model as

well as numerous types of data that may be captured for a particular product.

According to one aspect of the invention, a customer product portfolio file is

received. For instance the customer product portfolio file may identify products for

which a customer requests that data be captured. The customer product portfolio file

is then mapped to a system product data file such that each product that is not in the

system product data file is identified. Data is then captured for each product that is

not in the system product data file. The captured data is then added to the system

product data file.

According to one embodiment, a method of capturing data includes classifying a

product according to the data model. At least one of the values in the associated

possible value list are then selected for selected attributes in the associated attribute

group. The selected values for the product are then input to the system product data

file. In addition, other data such as product images may be captured and stored for

subsequent distribution.

Upon completion of the data capture, the data may be made available on the

Internet for viewing and searches. In addition, the data may be packaged and

distributed according to the needs of the customers requesting the data. For instance,

enriched product data may be generated from the system product data file according

to a customer profile. According to one embodiment, the customer profile identifies

at least one customer as well as customer searchable attribute preferences

corresponding to each customer. For instance, the customer searchable attribute

preferences may specify attributes (e.g., speed, size) for which values are to be

transmitted. Once the values are transmitted to the customer, the values may be
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obtained via a search engine to enable an end-user to compare selected attributes

among selected products. For instance, the category "Desktop" may be selected

along with selected products (e.g., printers) and selected attributes (e.g., memory

speed).

In addition to exporting attributes and associated values, other data may be

exported. This data may include, for example, a marketing description, product

images, or technical specifications associated with a product. Moreover, information

that identifies related (e.g., compatible) products may be compiled for distribution. In

addition, a vocabulary file associated with exported attributes and associated values

may be generated to enable data to be captured, stored, and distributed in multiple

languages.

Once the customer receives the requested data, the customer may use the data in

a variety of marketing schemes. For instance, the data may be stored for use with a

customized search engine, the data may be printed in a traditional catalog, or the data

may be supplied in an electronic catalog. In this manner, a customer (i.e., retailer)

may customize data that is ultimately made available to end-users.

Since all products and associated data are classified according to the data model,

search engines may easily be customized according to the needs of the manufacturer,

distributor, reseller, or consumer. As a result, browsing and searching for product

data by an end-user is simplified. For instance, an end-user wishing to find products

according to specific criteria such as price or processor speed may easily locate and

compare multiple products. As a result, in contrast with previously available catalog

systems, the shopping experience is ultimately determined by the consumer.
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Accordingly, through the use of the present invention, the bargaining power may be

shifted from the manufacturer to the consumer.

These and other features of the present invention will be described in more

detail below in the detailed description of the invention and in conjunction with the

following figures.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a diagram illustrating a system in which the present invention may

be implemented.

FIG. 2 is diagram illustrating exemplary classes that may be applied to

classify a computer system according to an embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 3 is a diagram illustrating exemplary categories that may be applied to

categorize classes within a computer system according to an embodiment of the

invention.

FIG. 4 is a diagram illustrating exemplary attribute groups that may be used to

define a given category in a computer system according to an embodiment of the

invention.

FIG. 5 is a diagram illustrating a hierarchical data model that may be used to

capture catalog data according to an embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 6 is a diagram illustrating an exemplary data structure that may be used

to store an attribute group in the hierarchical data model of FIG. 5 according to an

embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 7 is a diagram illustrating an exemplary data structure that may be used

to store an attribute in the hierarchical data model of FIG. 5 according to an

embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 8A is a diagram illustrating exemplary data structures that may be used

to store a product header of product data according to an embodiment of the

invention.

FIG. 8B is a diagram illustrating exemplary data structures that may be used

to store various fields of the product data according to an embodiment of the

invention.
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FIG. 8C illustrates exemplary data structures that may be used to store

attributes in the product data according to an embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 9A is a diagram illustrating a specific implementation of the data model

using relational databases according to one embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 9B is a diagram illustrating a specific implementation of the product data

using relational databases according to one embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 9C is a diagram illustrating a specific implementation of the data model

using relational databases according to another embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 9D is a diagram illustrating a specific implementation of the product data

using relational databases according to another embodiment of the invention.

FIG. lOA is a flow diagram illustrating a method of catalog maintenance

according to an embodiment of the invention.

FIG. lOB is an exemplary product portfolio file received in step 1002 of FIG.

1OA according to an embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 1 1 is a flow diagram illustrating a method ofmapping customer data to

system data as shown in step 1004 of FIG. lOA according to an embodiment of the

invention.

FIG. 12A is a flow diagram illustrating a method of capturing product data for

missing products as shown in step 1006 of FIG. lOA according to an embodiment of

the invention.

FIG. 12B illustrates an exemplary product data research form that may be

used to capture product data as shown in FIG. 12A according to an embodiment of the

invention.

FIG. 13A is a proof data sheet illustrating exemplary components that may be

generated for use in catalogs according to an embodiment of the invention.
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FIG. 13B is a component generator report illustrating exemplary component

definitions for creating specified components according to an embodiment of the

invention.

FIG. 13C is a diagram illustrating an exemplary component format that may

be used to create components according to an embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 13D is a flow diagram illustrating a method of generating component

data for missing products as shown in step 1008 of FIG. lOA.

FIG. 13E is a flow diagram illustrating a general method of generating a

component according to an embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 14A.is a flow diagram illustrating a method of generating enriched

product data as shown in step 1010 of FIG. lOA according to an embodiment of the

invention.

FIG. 14B is a diagram illustrating an exemplary customer searchable attribute

preferences file that may be used in generating enriched product data as shown in

FIG. 14A.

FIG. 15A is a diagram illustrating an exemplary system for retrieving catalog

data according to an embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 15B is a diagram illustrating an exemplary user query for retrieving

catalog data according to an embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 15C is a diagram illustrating a comparison of selected products

according to selected comparable attributes according to an embodiment of the

invention.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

In the following description, numerous specific details are set forth in order to

provide a thorough understanding of the present invention. It v^ill be obvious,

however, to one skilled in the art, that the present invention may be practiced without

some or all of these specific details. In other instances, well known process steps

have not been described in detail in order not to unnecessarily obscure the present

invention.

An invention is described herein that enables catalog data to be captured,

stored, and distributed in an efficient manner through the use of a data model. Prior

to the capture of catalog data for particular products, each product is initially

classified according to the data model. The data model may be developed in a wide

variety of ways to meet the needs of a specific application. One approach is to

specifically design the data model to classify products within a particular industry.

By way of example, the data model may include a hierarchical data structure

including one or more classes in which each product may be classified. Moreover,

each class may be further divided into categories. Using the example of the computer

industry, the classes may include Input Devices, Output Devices, Data Storage

Devices, Software, etc, and the class "Output Devices" may include the categories

Desktop Monitor, Printers, Audio, Output Cable, etc. Although a data model for a

computer system will be described in further detail below, the data model is merely

illustrative and may be tailored for any given industry.
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In addition to the classification system, the data model defines attributes for

each of the classification categories. In effect, the attributes identify the type of data

which is to be captured for each product within a particular category. One or more

attributes (e.g., size, upgradability) may be specified for each category within the data

model. By way of example, the attributes associated with each category may be

arranged in one or more attribute groups.

After a product is classified, product data may be captured using the data

model. To simplify data capture, potential values may be associated with some or all

of the attributes. By way of example, the potential values for each attribute associated

with the product category may be rendered for selection during data capture. Upon

selection, these attribute values may be input as product data. In addition, units

associated with these values may similarly be rendered, selected, and input as product

data. Through the identification of the attribute values and/or units, the data model

may be tailored for any given industry and used to simplify the data capturing

process.

Upon completion of the capturing process, the product data may be stored and

linked to the data model to permit efficient and accurate retrieval of the product data.

The product data and associated information fi*om the data model may be transmitted

on a regular basis to the customer or upon request (e.g., catalog query). In addition,

the catalog data may be distributed in its entirety or in portions (e.g., components). In

this manner, the content and format of the product data transmitted to the customer

may be tailored to the customer's individual marketing needs. Once received by the

customer, the product data may be made available to end users through a catalog such

as a traditional catalog or an online catalog. In the following figures and related
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descriptions, more detailed methods and apparatus for capturing, storing, and

transmitting the catalog data are set forth,

FIG. 1 is a diagram illustrating a system in which the present invention may

be implemented. As shown, an end user 102 may connect to an HTTP server 104 via

the Intemet 106 to access a catalog database 108. As described above, a manufacturer

or retailer may wish to market various products via the Intemet through such an

online catalog. Since it would be desirable if the data in the catalog database 108

remained current, it would be preferable if updated catalog data could be transmitted

and stored in the catalog database 108. In order to provide such updated catalog data,

a data capture tool 110 may be used to capture product data 112 according to a data

model 114. An exemplary data model will be described in further detail below with

reference to the following figures.

As described above, a hierarchical data model may be used to capture, store,

and distribute data in an accurate and time effective manner. By way of example, at

the highest level of the data model, the data model may be divided into one or more

classes in which a product may be classified. FIG. 2 is diagram illustrating

exemplary classes that may be applied to classify a computer-related product

according to an embodiment of the invention. As shown, exemplary classes that may

be used to classify a computer-related product include input devices 402, output

devices 404, data storage devices 406, memory 408, computer systems 410, software

412, and network devices 414. Although seven classes are listed, those of ordinary

skill in the art will readily recognize that greater or fewer classes may be used to

appropriately classify a computer system or other product.

Within each class of the data model, one or more categories may be defined.
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FIG. 3 is a diagram illustrating exemplary categories that may be applied to

categorize classes within a computer system according to an embodiment of the

invention. As shown, each class 500 may be further defined by one or more categories

504. By way of example, the class "Systems" 502 may include the categories desktop

/

504, laptop 506, handheld 508, CPU Upgrade 510, mainboard 512, cabinet 514, UPS

& Power 516, battery 518, docking & connectivity 520, portable accessory 522, and

service & support 524. In addition, the classes memory 504, storage 506, input 508,

output 510, network 512, and software 514 are shown to include multiple categories.

Those of ordinary skill in the art will readily recognize that these categories are

merely exemplary, and a different number or type of categories may be used to further

define each class.

Each category of the data model may be further divided into attribute groups.

FIG. 4 is a diagram illustrating exemplary attribute groups that may be used to define

a given category in a computer system according to an embodiment of the invention.

As shown, each category 602 may include one or more attribute groups 604. In

addition, each of these attribute groups 604 may include one or more attributes 606

for which values may be captured. As shown, the category "Desktop" 608 is shown

to include multiple attribute groups 604, each ofwhich include a plurality of

attributes 606. By way of example, the attribute group "System" 610 is shown to

include attributes "Type" 612 and "Designation" 614. As yet another example,

attribute group "Processor" 616 may include attributes such as "Upgradability" 618

and "Clock Speed" 620. Those of ordinary skill in the art will readily recognize that

each specific category may be defined by greater or fewer attributes as necessary to

properly define the corresponding category.

For each attribute, a multi-value indicator 622 may indicate whether multiple
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values may be captured for a single attribute. In other words, the multi-value

indicator 622 may indicate that more than one of the values in an associated possible

value list are selectable. As one example, within the category "Desktop" and the

attribute group, "Processor," the attribute "Clock Speed" may have an associated

value list including 100, 200, 300, etc. Similarly, the attribute "Clock Speed" may

have an associated possible unit list "Hz, KHz, MHz, GHz." Thus, for each processor

speed in which the product is available, a value may be selected from the value list.

Similarly, for each value selected from the possible value list, an associated unit may

be selected from the associated possible unit list. As another example, the attribute

"Architecture Features" 622 may have an associated value list including "lOOMHz

front side bus, dynamic execution, and MMX instruction set. Thus, for each

architecture feature of the processor of the current product, a value may be selected

from the value list. Accordingly, attributes with which the product is available may

be represented.

In addition, a data capture priority 626 may be assigned to each attribute

which indicates a priority of data capture. By way of example, as shown, a priority of

"1" may be assigned to those attributes which eire to be captured first while a priority

of "2" may be assigned to those attributes which are of secondary importance. Of

course, any number of levels of importance may be utilized. The attributes may also

optionally be designated as "searchable" 624 by a system designer or administrator.

Searchable attributes are attributes that are potentially available to be electronically

searched on in electronic versions of the catalog. Since values associated with the

searchable attributes must ultimately be searchable by an electronic catalog user, it

may be desirable to emphasize or prioritize the capture of these attributes. For

example, the searchable attributes may be assigned a priority of "1," as shown.
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As illustrated and described above, the data model may include various

classes, categories, attribute groups, and attributes such as those illustrated in FIGS.

2-4. FIG. 5 is a diagram illustrating a hierarchical data model including classes,

categories, attribute groups, and attributes according to an embodiment of the

invention. As shown, the data model 702 includes one or more classes 704. Each of

the classes 704 may be defined by one or more categories 706. Each category 706

may be further defined by one or more attribute groups 708, each of which include

one or more attributes 710 for which values and corresponding units may be captured.

Accordingly, the data model may be applied during the data capturing process.

During data capture, values and units may be captured and input for selected

attributes in an attribute group. FIG. 6 is a diagram illustrating an exemplary data

structure that may be used to store an attribute group in the hierarchical data model of

FIG. 5 according to an embodiment of the invention. As shown, each attribute group

708 includes an attribute group identifier, or attribute group name 712. In addition,

the attribute group 708 includes an attribute list 714 including one or more attributes.

Since a particular feature may be repeating, a corresponding attribute group

may similarly be repeating. Thus, an attribute group 708 may further include a

repeating indicator 716 (e.g., flag) which indicates that the attribute group is a

"repeating group" in the data model when the repeating indicator 716 is in a

predefined state. In other words, the listing of potential values for the attribute group

may be provided or displayed multiple times as a prompt for user input during the

data capturing process.

As shown in FIG. 6, each attribute group includes an attribute list that

identifies one or more attributes that are associated with the attribute group. FIG. 7 is

a diagram illustrating an exemplary data structure that may be used to store an
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attribute in the hierarchical data model of FIG. 5 according to an embodiment of the

invention. As shown, each attribute 710 is identified by an attribute name 718 and is

associated with a possible value list 720 that identifies values that are selectable as

values for the associated attribute. In addition, each attribute 710 may be associated

with a possible unit list 722 that identifies units that are selectable as units for the

associated attribute. As shown, the attribute name 718 is associated with an attribute

ID 724 (e.g., integer). Similarly, the possible value list 720 is associated with a value

list ID 726 (e.g., alphanumeric value), and the possible miit list 722 is associated with

a unit list ID 728 (e.g., alphanumeric value). In addition, each of the attributes is

associated with a language dependent indicator 730 that indicates availability of a

translation of record data associated with the corresponding attribute when the

language dependent indicator 730 is in a predefined state. Each attribute is further

associated with a multi-value indicator 732 that indicates that more than one of the

values in the associated possible value list 722 are selectable when the multi-value

indicator 732 is in a predefined state. In addition, a data capture priority indicator 734

assigns priorities to at least some of the attributes in order that these attributes are

prioritized for capture. By way of example, a system administrator may indicate that

selected attributes be captured by a particular date. In addition, such prioritization

may be uniquely defined for each category associated with the prioritized attributes.

As described above, a system designer or administrator may prefer that

selected attributes be captured while others be only optionally captured. Thus,

specific attributes may be designated as "searchable" through the use of an

appropriate searchable indicator 736. In other words, attributes designated as

searchable may be prioritized during data capture. Thus, during data capture, specific

values may be selected from the possible value list for each of the selected searchable
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attributes. Similarly, specific units may be selected firom the possible unit list for at

least some of the selected searchable attributes. Moreover, an attribute may be

separately designated as searchable within any category associated with the attribute.

Once data has been captured and stored in a catalog database, it may be

desirable to query the catalog database to compare attributes for selected products.

To enable such a comparison, each attribute may be designated as comparable

through the use of an appropriate comparable indicator 738. During a catalog query,

these comparable attributes may be provided to an end user to allow the user to

compare these attributes among various products. More particularly, it may be

desirable to designate an attribute as comparable in association with a specific

category associated with the attribute. In this manner, attributes which will be most

helpful to a user who wishes to compare products within a particular category may be

specified. By way of example, when a user wishes to compare desktop computers

within the category "Desktop," the size of the RAM may be important while the

supply voltage typically is not. Alternatively, when a user wishes to compare

products such as printers, the size is not important. Thus, the attribute "size" may be

selected as comparable within the category "Desktop," while it may not be specified

as comparable within the category "Output Device."

Upon submitting a catalog query, the user may select products within a

category which are to be compared. In addition, one or more of the comparable

attributes may be selected. These selected comparable attributes may then be

provided for the selected products to permit a side-by-side comparison of the

products. As will be fiirther described, the product data may be obtained fi*om the

manufacturer as well as other sources. Once the product data is captured according to

the data model, the product data may be stored in one or more databases which may
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be linked to the data model.

As described above, the product data associated with each product intended

for use in a product catalog includes one or more attributes. These attributes may

each have one or more values as well as associated units. Moreover, each attribute

may have one or more associated indicators (e.g., comparable indicator). In addition

to attributes, other product data such as product descriptions and images may be

captured for each product. Once captured, data for each product may be stored in a

database such as a relational database. However, information that identifies each

product must also be associated with the captured data. In order to identify a product

for which data has been captured, identifying data is associated with the captured

data. As shown in FIG. 8A, such identifying information is stored in a product header

802 according to one embodiment of the invention. As shown, the product header 802

may include a system stock keeping unit (SKU) 804 associated with the product, a

manufacturer SKU associated with the product 806, and a link to product information

characterizing the product. As shown, the product information may include a

category identifier 808 arranged to identify the category associated with the product.

Moreover, the product information may further include a manufacturer product

description 810 that describes standard features of the product.

Furthermore, additional data associated with the product may be linked to the

product header 802. By way of example, in addition to standard features of the

product, the product header may include a link to an image 812 as well as to a

marketing description 814 of the product. The marketing description 814 may

describe other features of the product as well as sales incentives.

Various tables and data records may be linked to the product header 802, By

way of example, an image table 816 may include a link to one or more images
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illustrating the product. As shown, each image 818 may be associated with an image

ID 820. Thus, the product header 802 may include the appropriate image IDs 820

which may be used to access the corresponding images as defined in the image table

816.

In addition, a marketing table 822 may include a link to a marketing

description for one or more products. As shown, each marketing description 824 may

be associated with a marketing ID 826. The product header 802 may therefore

include the appropriate marketing ID as a link to the marketing ID 814 which may be

used to access the corresponding marketing description as defined in the marketing

table 822.

FIG. 8B is a diagram illustrating exemplary data structures that may be used

to store various fields of the product data according to an embodiment of the

invention. As shown, a languages table 828 may indicate each language in which the

product and documentation associated with the product are available. As shown, each

language may be associated with a language ID 830. In addition, one or more

languages may be linked to the system SKU 832 associated with the product and

corresponding product header. Altematively, rather than providing a languages table

828, the information provided in the languages table 828 may be captured as standard

attributes.

Often products are manufactured for sale in specific countries. By way of

example, a device may be designed for use with a specific voltage. To store such

information, a country table, or country kits table 834, may specify each country for

which the product is adapted for sale. As shown, each country may be associated

with a country ID 836. In addition, one or more countries may be linked to the

system SKU 832 associated with the product and corresponding product header.
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Alternatively, rather than providing a country kits table 834, the information provided

in the country kits table 834 may be captured as standard attributes.

Manufacturers may recommend products as related or compatible to a product

being offered for sale. A related products table 838 may list one or more related

products that are recommended as related to the product. As shown, each related

product may be associated with a system SKU assigned to the related product 840.

These related products may be linked to the primary product via the system SKU 832

associated with the product and product header.

In an industry such as the computer industry, the platform of the product is

important when building a computer system. In order to permit a consumer to

determine compatibility of various products, a product compatibility table 842 may

include platform compatibility information associated with the product. The platform

compatibility information may include each platform compatible with the product.

By way of example, a computer product may be compatible with at least one of a

Macintosh and a PC. As shown, each platform may be associated with a

compatibility ID 844. In addition, the appropriate platforms may be associated with

the system SKU 832 for the product and product header. Altematively, rather than

providing a product compatibility table 842, the platform compatibility information

may be captured as standard attributes during the capture process.

Once all attributes are captured for a particular product, the attributes may be

stored as product data. FIG. 8C illustrates exemplary data structures that may be used

to store attributes in the product data according to an embodiment of the invention.

As described above, each attribute in the data model may have an associated possible

value list that identifies values that are selectable for the associated attribute. Once

values are selected for at least some of the attributes, the selected attributes may be
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stored in an attribute table 846. As shown, each of the selected attributes may be

identified by a system SKU 848 and an attribute ID 850. In addition, each attribute

stored in the attribute table 846 may have at least one of the values in the associated

possible value list. Each value may be associated with a value ID 852. The attribute

may be further associated with a unit in the associated possible unit list. This unit

may similarly be associated with a unit ID 854. However, not all attributes will have

associated units. The attribute table may store an attribute which has a single value as

well as one which has multiple values as indicated by the multi-value indicator

described above.

When an attribute group is a repeating group, an attribute table may contain

these repeating attributes. As shown, the repeating attribute table 856 may

distinguish between each repetition through the use of a set number 858. In this

manner, each instance of an attribute may be distinguished by the corresponding

system SKU 848, attribute ID 850, and set number 858. In this manner, values and

units may be stored for each instance of an attribute.

The data model and the product data may be implemented and linked in a

variety of manners. FIG. 9A and 9B illustrate a specific implementation of the data

model and the product data using relational databases according to an embodiment of

the invention. The data model 902 is shown in FIG. 9A while the product data 904 is

shown in detail in FIG. 9B. Although FIGS. 9A and 9B illustrate both the product

data 904 and the data model 902 as being stored in a single database, the product data

904 may be stored in a database separate from the data model 902. To simplify the

following discussion, the product data 904 is described as being stored in a system

product data file. The data may be stored in fields which may be stored and linked

through the use of relational databases.
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As described above, the data model includes a plurality of data structures

which may be used to classify and capture product data. The data model may include

a plurality of tables having fields linked as shown. Each class in the data model may

be stored in a class table 906. As shown, each class may be identified by a class

identifier 908. Identifiers such as the class identifier 908 may be an alphanumeric

value which serves as a link to other fields. Thus, through the use of these identifiers,

fields in the relational database may be linked. Each class in the class table may

include a class name 910.

Each class may include one or more categories, as described above with

reference to FIG. 5. These categories may be stored in a category table 912 and

linked to the corresponding class through the use of the corresponding class identifier

914, Each category may be identified by a category identifier 916 and a

corresponding category name 918.

Within each category definition are one or more associated attribute groups.

As described above, each attribute group includes one or more attributes having

associated value lists to ensure accurate data capture. Since each attribute group may

be used to capture data for more than one category, an appropriate link may be

created from each category to the corresponding attribute group. As shown in a

category-attribute joining table 920, the category identifier 916 and a corresponding

attribute group identifier 922 may be joined to create a unique joining identifier,

category-attribute group identifier 924, In this manner, attributes and associated

value lists corresponding to the attribute groups for each category may be efficiently

accessed.

Similarly, it may be desirable to capture various attributes in relation to more

than one category. By way of example, the attribute "size" may be relevant in
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multiple categories. In order to provide a mapping between each category and

corresponding attributes, a category-attribute mapping table 926 may be created. As

shown, the table includes a unique joining identifier, category-attribute identifier 928,

which may be created by joining an attribute identifier 930 corresponding to the

attribute and the category identifier 916 associated with the attribute. This category-

attribute identifier 928 may therefore be used to access each attribute (and

corresponding value/unit lists) associated with a particular category.

Within the category-attribute mapping table 926, each attribute associated

with a particular category may have a data capture priority indicator 932 that assigns a

priority to the attribute for data capture. By way of example, the data capture priority

indicator 932 may designate an integer priority level to the corresponding attribute.

In this manner, a capture order may be assigned to the attributes within a particular

category. The priority level may be an integer unique to the attribute within the

particular category. Alternatively, the priority level may be used to create prioritized

sets of attributes, each attribute within a set having the same priority level.

As described above, each attribute within the category-attribute mapping table

926 may be designated as searchable 934 within the corresponding category. Thus,

designation of an attribute as searchable may indicate that capture of the attribute is

mandatory and therefore the attribute should also have a high priority level. Once

captured, the values associated with the attribute may be transmitted to one or more

customers. In this manner, the product data associated with captured attributes may

be made available for product searches and comparison.

During product comparison, it may be desirable to provide only some of the

attributes within a specific category to allow comparison of these attributes for

multiple products. Thus, an attribute may be specified as comparable 936 through an
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indicator such as a flag. The comparable attribute may then be provided for selection

by an end user to indicate that values for the selected comparable attribute are to be

displayed for multiple selected products.

Each attribute may have an associated value as well as a unit. In order to

facilitate the data capturing process, a default unit may be provided for the

corresponding unit. By way of example, for the attribute "Clock Speed" a default unit

"MHz" may be established. As shown in the category-attribute mapping table 926,

the default unit may be specified by a default unit identifier 938. The category-

attribute mapping table 926 may further include the corresponding attribute group

identifier 922 as well as the category-attribute group identifier 924 to create

appropriate links for each attribute.

As described above, each attribute may have one or more values. In addition,

to simplify the data capturing process, each attribute may have an associated possible

value list 940 identifying values that are selectable as values for the attribute. Each

possible value list 940 is identified by a value list identifier 942 and a value list name

944. As described above, an attribute may be language dependent. Therefore, a

language dependent indicator 946 that indicates availability of a translation of record

data associated with the attribute is provided in association with the possible value list

940. Although the language dependent indicator 946 is associated with the possible

value list 940, it may also be associated with the entire attribute as well as associated

units. In addition, it may be specified whether the possible value list 940 is numeric

948. By way of example, the attribute "Data Bus Speed" will have an associated

numeric value list while the attribute "Type" associated with an attribute group

"Memory / Cache" will have an alphanumeric value list (e.g., DRAM, ROM). Thus,

whether the possible value list 940 is numeric 948 may be used to facilitate the
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output (e.g., display) of the possible value list 940.

In addition, each of the attribute values may have an associated unit. Thus,

each attribute may have an associated possible unit list 950 containing units that are

selectable as units for the attribute. The possible unit list 950 may be identified by a

unit list identifier 952 and a unit list name 954. As previously indicated, the unit list

identifier 952 may be an alphanumeric value used in a relational database system.

The attributes within the data model may be stored in an attribute table 956.

As shown, each attribute stored in the attribute table 956 includes the corresponding

attribute identifier 930. In addition, a position 958 of the attribute within the

associated attribute group may be provided for display purposes. By way of example,

the position 958 may indicate the order in which the attribute is printed or displayed.

Moreover, an attribute name 960 (e.g., upgradability) associated with the attribute

may be provided to identify the attribute for which values are being captured.

Accordingly, data entry personnel may correctly identify the attribute for which data

is to be captured.

During data capture, attributes within each attribute group corresponding to a

particular category are provided for data entry. By way of example, the attributes

may be printed or displayed for user selection. For each attribute group, it may be

more informative and therefore preferable to provide a specific one of the attributes

first to assist in the data capturing process. Thus, a leading indicator 962 may specify

which attribute is leading within a particular attribute group. By way of example, if a

particular attribute is leading, the leading attribute is the first attribute output (e.g.,

displayed or printed) within the corresponding attribute group.

As described above, each attribute is associated with its attribute group

identifier 922 and the associated value list identifier 942. In addition, more than one
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of the values within the associated possible value list 940 may be selected for

specified attributes. For these attributes, a multi-value indicator 964 may indicate

that more than one of the values in the associated possible value Hst are selectable.

By way of example, a product may be available with a cache size of 1 GB as well as 2

GB and therefore values "T* and "2" are both selected. The unit hst identifier 952

identifies the associated unit list 950 (e.g., MB, GB),

Each attribute may have an associated attribute "type" 966. By way of

example, the attribute type 966 may be defined by the attribute group identifier 922

associated with the attribute, an attribute group name 968 associated with the attribute

group identifier 922, and a position of the attribute group 970 (e.g., among other

attribute groups) for output purposes. Thus, an attribute group may be output

according to the specified position of the attribute group 970.

Products often have duplicate features (e.g., multiple ports) for which identical

attributes may be captured. As a result, the same attribute group may be provided

each instance the data must be captured. For this purpose, a repeating indicator 972 is

used to specify whether the attribute group is repeating. By way of example, a

product for which data is being captured may be classified in a category according to

the data model. Once classified, a listing of potential values associated with each of

the attributes in the category of the classified product may be provided for selection.

When the repeating indicator 972 indicates that the attribute group associated with the

classified product is a repeating group in the data model, the listing of potential values

in the attribute group is repeated. In this manner, data capture for "repeating features"

is simplified.

Value lists and unit lists associated with each attribute may be separately

stored and linked to the appropriate attribute through the corresponding value list
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identifier 942 and the unit list identifier 952. Thus, each value in the possible value

list 940 is associated with the value list identifier 942. In addition, the value has a

unique value identifier 974 and a value name 976. Moreover, an abbreviation for the

value name may be provided (not shown to simplify illustration). Similarly, each unit

in the possible unit list 940 is associated with the unit list identifier 952 as well as a

unit identifier 978 and unit name 979. The unit identifier 978 may be an

alphanumeric value which permits the linking of various fields in the database. The

unit name 979 indicates a unit which may be selected in association with the attribute.

By way of example, possible unit names include "KB" and "MB,"

Once attribute values and relevant units are captured, the captured data may be

transmitted to the customer. Each customer may specify one or more languages in

which the customer wishes to receive the captured data. This is particularly important

since an attribute name such as "size" may require translation in order for an

associated value to be meaningful to a reader or end user. Therefore, a translation

table 980 containing translations for each class, category, attribute group, attribute,

value or unit in multiple languages is provided. As shown, each entry in the

translation table 980 may be identified by a translation identifier 981 . In addition, a

reference identifier 982 may indicate which class, category, attribute group, attribute,

value, or unit is translated. By way of example, the reference identifier 982 may

specify an attribute identifier. By way of example, the attribute identifier may specify

that the attribute "size" is translated. In addition, a language identifier 984 may

specify a language (e.g., German) in which the attribute is translated. Since an

attribute may be translated into multiple languages, the reference identifier 982

indicating the attribute being translated is not sufficient to link to the translated data.

Therefore, the reference identifier 982 specifying the attribute being translated and the
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language identifier 984 may be combined such that the translation identifier 981 is

unique for the attribute and language in which the attribute is translated.

Accordingly, a corresponding translation 985 may be retrieved through the use of this

translation identifier 98 1

.

During the data capturing process as well as during transmission of the

captured data, product data may be communicated in various languages. In order to

store translated data and data relating to availability of translations, a possible

languages table 986 indicates one or more languages in which the attributes may be

provided during the data capturing process, in which product data may be provided

upon transmission to the customer, and in which the product and associated

documentation may be available. Each language is associated with the corresponding

language identifier 984 and a language name 988 (e.g., German).

In addition, products are typically manufactured for use in specific countries.

By way of example, the power supplied by an electrical outlet varies from country to

country. In order to capture such information, a possible countries table 990 specifies

one or more countries or locales for which a product may be adapted for sale. Each

country is identified by a country identifier 992 and a country name 993.

Similarly, in an industry such as the computer industry, a product may be

compatible with various platforms. Thus, a possible compatibility table 995 may

specify one or more possible platforms with which a product within the industry may

potentially be compatible. Each entry may be identified by a compatibility identifier

996 (e.g., integer) and a platform name 997 (e.g., PC).

After the catalog data has been captured for one or more products, the

captured catalog data may be formatted prior to distribution to a customer or end user.

Such distribution may be performed through various mechanisms including, but not
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limited to, the transfer of one or more files containing data that has been captured.

Alternatively, the catalog data may be distributed in formatted portions, or

"components." More particularly, each customer may request that various portions or

"components" of the catalog data be transmitted to the customer for selected products.

Similarly, an end user may wish to submit a catalog query for data associated with a

particular product. By way of example, the end user may wish to obtain a URL

associated with the manufacturer's web site or the current technical specifications for

the product. Thus, it may be desirable to generate such components according to a

format unique to each individual component. As shown in FIG. 9A, a component

generator 998 may be used to generate such components. Since the content and

format of these components may further depend upon the category within which the

product has been classified, the component generator 998 supplies different

component definitions for each category and may therefore access the category

identifier 916 to determine the type of components and format of each component to

be generated. In addition, each component that may be generated in association with

the corresponding category is identified by a component identifier 1966. Components

which may be generated and methods for generating these components will be

described in further detail with reference to FIGS. 13A-13E.

Once the data model has been established, the product data may be captured

for various products. FIG. 9B illustrates a specific implementation of a database that

may be used to store the product data according to one embodiment of the invention.

For each product, a product header 1902 is created which identifies the product. In

the product header 1902, a product identifier 1904 (e.g., system SKU) is provided to

uniquely identify the corresponding product. In addition, the category identifier 916

that identifies the category associated with the product is provided in the product
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header. Moreover, a manufacturer identifier 1906 that identifies a manufacturer

associated with the product, a manufacturer SKU 1908 assigned by the manufacturer

to the product, and a manufacturer product description 1910 is included in the product

header 1902 to correctly identify the product manufactured by that specific

manufacturer. Thus, the manufacturer product description 1910 is a product

description including the name of the product as well as standard features of the

product, as will be shown with reference to FIGS. 12B and 13A.

Moreover, each product may be further associated with more detailed

identifying information. For instance, a product line identifier 1912 that identifies a

particular product line (e.g., Compaq Presario) of the product as well as a model line

identifier 1914 that identifies a particular model line (e.g., 4500) associated with the

product may be provided. Such product information may be linked to a particular

product through the corresponding product header 1902.

As shown, the product header 1902 associated with a particular product may

be linked to data associated with the product through associated identifiers. As

shown, the product header 1902 may be linked to one or more associated images

through the use of a corresponding image identifier 1916 or a URL associated with

the product 1918. In addition, the product header 1902 may be linked to a marketing

description of the product through a marketing identifier 1920 as well as a status 1922

of the data that has been captured for the product. By way of example, the status

1922 may indicate that data capture for the product has been completed. Once data

capture has been completed, the product information may be used by the component

generator to generate components.

Data associated with product manufacturers such as manufacturer names and

product lines is often relevant to numerous products. Rather than duplicate this
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information in memory for these multiple fields, it is preferable to store this

information in a central location to allow the data to be referenced. Thus, a

manufacturer table 1923 includes information associated with each possible

manufacturer. Each manufacturer is identified by the manufacturer identifier 1906

(e.g., integer) and manufacturer name 1924, and may be linked to an image identifier

1916 associated with an image. In this manner, an image appropriate for use in a

catalog may be associated with a particular manufacturer.

As described above, manufacturers typically manufacture various product

lines associated with each product or category of products. Thus, these product lines

may be stored in a product lines table 1926. In this table, each product line may be

identified by the product line identifier 1912 (e.g., alphanumeric value), the attribute

group identifier 922 associated with the product line, the manufacturer identifier 1 906

associated with the product line, and a product line name or description 1928.

Similarly, various models are often manufactured for a given product line.

Thus, a models table 1930 is provided to store the model information for each product

for which data has been captured. For each possible model, the model identifier 1914

(e.g., alphanumeric value), a model name or description 1932, and the product line

identifier 1912 may be stored. In this manner, data associated with each product line

may be stored in a single location and retrieved for products linked to this

information.

Images associated with each product, as well as manufacturers of these

products, may be stored in an images table 1934. In this images table 1934, each

image may be identified by its image identifier 1916 (e.g., alphanumeric value) as

well as an image description 1936 that describes the image. Moreover, each image

may be associated with a manufacturer identifier 1906 as well as a product line
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identifier 1912.

As described above, products such as computer related products are typically

adapted for sale in one or more countries. As shown, a country kits table 1938 may

include at least one entry corresponding to each product for which data has been

captured. Thus, multiple entries in the country kits table 1938 may be used to specify

the countries for which the corresponding product is adapted for sale. By way of

example, an entry may include the product identifier 1904 associated with the product

as well as the country identifier 992 that identifies a specific country for which the

product is adapted for sale.

In addition to being adapted for sale in specific countries, the product and

associated documentation is typically produced in a limited number of languages.

Thus, it is beneficial to use a locales or languages table 1 940 to specify one or more

languages in which the product and documentation associated with the product are

available. As shown, each entry in the locales table 1940 specifies the product

identifier 1904 that identifies the product and a language identifier 984 in which the

product and/or documentation associated with the product are available. Thus, each

product may have multiple associated entries in the locales table 1940.

Manufacturers often wish to inform consumers of potential compatibility or

incompatibility of products being offered by those manufacturers. In an industry such

as the computer industry, products are compatible with specific platforms. To store

such information, a product compatibility table 1942 indicates one or more platforms

with which each product for which data has been captured is compatible. Thus, each

entry is identified by the associated product identifier 1904 as well as the

compatibility identifier 996 that identifies a platform compatible with the product.

By way of example, where the product is a computer-related product, the platform
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may be a Macintosh or a PC. As with many of the tables, the table may include

multiple entries for a single product. Although in this case, platforms are stored to

indicate compatibility of computer related products, alternate compatibility

information may be stored to accommodate industries other than the computer

industry.

Similarly, manufacturers often produce products which are related products.

In other words, products are specifically manufactured for use with a specific family

of products. Thus, a related products table 1943 identifies products that are related to

each product for which data has been captured. Each entry in the related products

table 1943 therefore includes the product identifier 1904 (e.g., system SKU)

associated with the product as well as a related product identifier 1944 (e.g., system

SKU) that identifies a product that is related to the product. By way of example, a

manufacturer may recommend various products such as printers as compatible or

related to a desktop computer for which data is being captured. Thus, the related

products table 1943 may include multiple entries in association with a single product.

As described above, a marketing description may be associated with each

product. Thus, a marketing description table 1949 stores marketing descriptions

associated with these products. Each entry in the marketing description table 1949

may therefore include the marketing identifier 1920 (e.g., integer) identifying the

marketing description, a marketing description 1947 associated with the marketing

identifier 1920, and the language identifier 984 identifying the language in which the

marketing description has been captured. An exemplary marketing description is

shown and described in further detail with reference to FIG. 1 3A.

Capturing and distribution of the product data may be tailored to a customer's

specified preferences. By way of example, a customer profile may include one or
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more customer mapping tables 1945 that identify each customer as well as

information associated with each customer. In addition, the tables 1945 may identify

each product for which data is to be supplied to the customer, information identifying

each customer, a language in which the catalog data is to be transmitted to the

customer, one or more components which are to be transmitted to the customer, and

customer searchable attribute preferences which identify attributes which are to be

supplied to the customer.

As shown, a customer product map 1945 identifies each product for which a

particular customer wishes data to be supplied. Each product is identified by the

corresponding product identifier 1904, a customer SKU 1946 assigned by that

customer to the product, and a customer identifier 1948 that identifies the customer.

Accordingly, the customer mapping table 1945 maps the product identifier 1904 (e.g.,

system SKU) to the customer SKU 1946 assigned to the product by a particular

customer. The customer SKU 1946 may be unique to a particular customer.

Alternatively, the customer SKU 1946 may be the manufacturer SKU assigned to the

product by the manufacturer.

Each customer may be further identified in a customer table 1950. In the

customer table 1950, a customer may be identified by the customer identifier 1948, a

corresponding customer name 1952, and CUST PWD 1954, a customer password

which may be used to access the customer's account (e.g., FTP catalog upload

account).

Customers and ultimately, end users, receiving captured data may be globally

situated and may therefore speak different languages. As a result, each customer may

wish to specify a language in which the captured data is to be transmitted to that

customer. Thus, a customer language table 1960 specifies one or more languages in
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which the data is to be transmitted to the customer. As shown, an entry is identified

by the customer identifier 1948 for a particular customer as well as the language

identifier 984 identifying a language selected by the customer.

Similarly, a customer may wish to specify various catalog components which

are to be transmitted to the customer in a format suitable for use in a catalog.

Component generation will be described in further detail with reference to FIGS.

14A-14E. However, a component may include various types of catalog data, such as

a URL, an image, a marketing description, or technical specifications (i.e., extended

specifications). Thus, a customer component table 1962 identifies those components

that are requested by the customer. A customer-component identifier 1964 may be

created by joining the customer identifier 1948 identifying the customer with a

component identifier 1966 identifying one of the possible components which may be

generated. In this manner, the customer may specify only that data which is desired

by the customer. Accordingly, the customer may tailor the data capturing process

specifically to its particular needs.

In addition to specifying languages and components, a customer may further

wish to select various attributes, or "searchable attributes," which are to be supplied

to the customer and therefore searchable in the resulting system. In a customer

category attribute table 1968, each such attribute is uniquely identified by a customer

attribute preference identifier 1970. The customer attribute preference identifier 1970

is created by joining the attribute identifier 930 that identifies an attribute within the

data model, the category identifier 916 associated with the corresponding attribute

and the customer identifier 1948.

Upon selection of the attribute preferences by a customer, the data associated

with these attributes may be supplied to the customer for the products identified in the
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customer product map 1945. Since some or all of the requested attribute data may

have been previously captured, data for one or more of the identified products is

captured as necessary. Once these attributes are captured, the captured attribute

values may be stored in one or more product attribute tables. According to the

embodiment shown, separate attribute tables may be provided for those attributes

which have a single value, those which have multiple values, and those which are

"repeating attributes." However, these tables are illustrative only, and therefore a

different number of tables as well as a different format may be implemented. As

shown, a product attribute table 1972 stores each captured attribute having a single

value. Each attribute is identified by a unique product attribute identifier 1974 which

may be created by joining the product identifier 1904 with the attribute identifier 930.

Thus, the product attribute identifier 1 974 identifies the attribute captured for the

specific product. In addition, a unit identifier 978 identifying a unit in the

corresponding possible unit list may be provided in association with a captured value.

Similarly, the value identifier 974 identifies a value in the corresponding possible

value list for the captured attribute.

In the illustrated embodiment, a separate attribute table stores attributes

having multiple captured values. Thus, a product attribute multi value table 1980

stores each captured attribute having more than one captured value. As shown, the

format of this table may be identical to the product attribute table 1972. The separate

attribute table 1980 storing attributes having multiple captured values is implemented

separately to simplify data management procedures. However, the table 1980 may be

implemented in another manner. For instance, this table may be combined with other

attribute tables.

Similarly, a product repeating attribute table 1982 stores values and units for
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all instances of "repeating attributes." As shown, a product repeating attribute group

identifier 1984 may be created by joining the product identifier 1904, the attribute

group identifier 922, a set number 1986, and the attribute identifier 930 to identify a

specific instance (e.g., captured value and unit) of the captured attribute. In addition,

a product attribute group identifier 1988 may be created by joining the product

identifier 1904 and the attribute group identifier 922. Thus, the product attribute

group identifier 1988 identifies the attribute group (e.g., processor) captured for a

specific product. In addition, the product attribute identifier 1974 associated with the

captured attribute identifies the attribute (e.g., clock speed) captured for the specific

product. As shown, the unit identifier 978 and the value identifier 974 are stored.

Components 1994 generated through the use of the component generator

shown in FIG. 9A may be stored as shown. Each component is identified by the

component identifier 1966 in combination with the product identifier 1904.

Moreover, each component may include a section header 1991, a line header 1992,

and a line body 1993, as will be further described below with reference to FIGS. 13A-

13E. The components may then be transmitted to the customer on a regular basis or

upon request.

FIG. 9C is a diagram illustrating a specific implementation of the data model

using relational databases according to another embodiment of the invention.

According to this embodiment, a countries table 990 and a compatibility table 995 are

not included.

FIG. 9D is a diagram illustrating a specific implementation of the product data

using relational databases according to another embodiment of the invention. In this

embodiment, a country kits table 1938 is not included. Similarly, this embodiment

does not include the locales or languages table 1940 or the product compatibility table
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1942 shown in FIG. 9B.

In this embodiment, the images table 1934 is implemented slightly differently

than the embodiment illustrated in FIG. 9B. As shown in FIG. 9B, each image is

identified by its image identifier 1916 (e.g., alphanumeric value) as well as an image

description 1936 that describes the image. As described above with reference to FIG.

9B, each image is associated with a manufacturer identifier 1906 as well as a product

Une identifier 1912. In this embodiment, each image is further associated with a

category identifier 916 and a model identifier 1914.

In addition, in this second embodiment, the product lines table 1926 is

implemented shghtly differently. Here, rather than associating each product Une with

an attribute group identifier 922, each product line is associated with the

corresponding category identifier 916.

As shown, the product header 1902 associated with a particular product may

be linked to a variety of data associated with the product. This data may vary from

product to product. For instance, as shown and described above with reference to

FIG. 9B, a URL 1918 may be associated with a particular product. Alternatively,

according to the embodiment illustrated in FIG. 9D, a URL associated with the

product need not be specified in the product header.

Prior to transmission to each customer, the product data may be updated or

"maintained" through the use of the above data structures. FIG. lOA is a flow

diagram illustrating a method of catalog maintenance according to an embodiment of

the invention. The process begins at step 1000 and a customer product portfolio file

is received at step 1002 from a customer. The customer product portfoho file may

include information that identifies the customer as well as information that indicates

product information that the customer requests be captured as necessary and
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transmitted to the customer, (e.g., products for which data is requested by the

customer). The customer product portfoho file is then mapped to the system product

data file such that each missing product that is not in the system product data file is

identified at step 1004. Once one or more missing products are identified, data for the

missing products may be captured and added to the system product data file at step

1 006. Since the system product data file now contains data for the missing products,

the data may be compiled and formatted in a manner suitable for use in a catalog.

Thus, component data formatted for use in an electronic catalog may be generated for

the missing products at step 1008. By way of example, the component data may

include a standardized product description, main technical specifications, extended

technical specifications, a marketing description, an image, and a URL associated

with the product. Generation of the component data is described in further detail with

reference to FIGS. 13C-13E.

A customer may wish to receive product data in the form of portions or

"components." By way of example, the customer may be interested in receiving

specific information for new products on the market (e.g., missing products). In this

manner, the customer may limit the product data it receives. However, in addition to

or as an alternative to receiving product data in the form of components, the customer

may wish to receive all captured data associated with specified products. Thus, this

enriched product data may be generated fi*om the system product data file according

to a customer profile at step 1010. The generation of enriched product data is

described in fixrther detail with reference to FIGS. 14A-14B, The enriched product

data may then be transmitted at step 1012. The process ends at step 1014. As shown

in FIG. 1 OA, data may be generated for use by a particular customer according to that

customer's preferences 1010 simultaneously with the capture of data 1006 and
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generation of component data 1008. This is particularly important since the data

capturing process may be a time-consuming one since it may be performed, at least in

part, by a manual process. As a result, capturing, storing, and distribution of data is

performed in an efficient manner.

As described above, a customer product portfolio file may specify products for

which the customer wishes to receive enriched product data. FIG. 1OB is an

exemplary product portfolio file received in step 1002 of FIG. lOA according to an

embodiment of the invention. As shown, the customer product portfolio file may

include a manufacturer SKU 1016 associated with a product, a customer SKU 1018

assigned by the customer to the product, a manufacturer identifier 1020 for the

product that identifies a manufacturer of the product, and a brief product description

1022 describing the product.

In order to maintain existing system data, it may be necessary to create records

for products which are not identified in the system product data file. Thus, it may be

desirable to map manufacturers and products identified in the customer product

portfolio file to corresponding records in the system product data file. FIG. 1 1 is a

flow diagram illustrating a method of mapping customer data to system data as shown

in step 1004 of FIG. lOA according to an embodiment of the invention. The process

begins at step 1 100 and at step 1 102, a manufacturer identified in the customer

product portfolio file is mapped to a system manufacturer file or table. The system

manufacturer file may be included in the system product data file. It is then

ascertained whether the manufacturer is new at step 1 104. In other words, if the

manufacturer is not identified in the system product data file, the manufacturer is a

new manufacturer. If it is determined at step 1 104 that the manufacturer is new, a

manufacturer identifier is assigned to the new manufacturer and the manufacturer
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identifier is stored in the system product data file at step 1 106. In addition, the record

containing the new manufacturer may be flagged as new. If it is determined that there

are more manufacturers to map at step 110, the process continues at step 1 102.

As described above, if a record for a product for which data has been

requested does not exist, it should be created in the system product data file to enable

product data to be captured and stored for the product. Thus, at step 1 1 10, a customer

SKU identified in the customer product portfolio file is mapped to a system SKU. By

way of example, this may be performed through the use of the manufacturer identifier

in combination with the manufacturer SKU as provided in the customer product

portfolio file and shown in FIG. lOB. At step 1 1 12, it is ascertained whether the

customer SKU is new. By way of example, if the customer SKU is not identified in

the system product data file, the customer SKU requires a new system SKU. If the

customer SKU is new, a new system SKU is created at step 1114 such that the new

system SKU is mapped in the system product data file to the customer SKU. When

the new system SKU is created, a new system SKU is assigned to the new record and

the record may be flagged as new. If it is determined that there are more customer

SKUs in the customer product portfolio file at step 1116, the process is repeated at

step 1110.

Once a new system SKU is created, the system SKU may be classified

according to the data model at step 1118. To simplify the process, the new system

SKUs may be classified during one step as shown. Altematively, each new system

SKU may be classified separately during the mapping process.

As described above, new system SKUs are created for customer SKUs that are

new. However, it is possible that customer SKUs provided in the customer product

portfolio file may be unrecognizable and therefore invalid. According to one
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embodiment, a customer SKU is um-ecognizable when the corresponding

manufacturer SKU cannot be found. Therefore, any unrecognizable customer SKUs

may be identified and reported to the customer at step 1 120. The process may then

continue at step 1006 and 1010 of FIG. lOA.

Once missing products are identified in the system product data file and

records are created for these missing products, data may be captured and added to the

system product data file. FIG. 12A is a flow diagram illustrating a method of

capturing product data for missing products as shown in step 1006 of FIG. lOA

according to an embodiment of the invention. The process begins at step 1200. The

product data may be captured according to a manual process as well as an automated

process. In the following example, product data research forms are generated and

used during a manual data capturing process. Product data research forms may be

generated at step 1202 for categories associated with new system SKUs (e.g., system

SKUs having status flags set to "new"). A product data research form may then be

obtained for a product associated with one of the new system SKUs at step 1204. As

shown at step 1206, the product may be researched and appropriate attribute values

may be selected and marked on the product data research form. Data from the

product data research form may then be input to the system product data file at step

1208.

In addition to inputting information associated with one or more attributes for

the missing product, further product information may be input to the system product

data file as shown in steps 1210 through 1216. By way of example, at step 1210, one

or more images illustrating the product may be input to the system product data file,

in addition to an expanded marketing description for the new system SKU. At step

1212, localization information may be input to the system product data file. By way
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of example, one or more languages in which the product and documentation

associated with the product are available may be specified. As yet another example,

one or more countries for which the product is adapted for sale may be input to the

system product data file. In addition, platform compatibility information may be

specified at step 1214, By way of example, the platform compatibility information

may indicate that the product is compatible with a Macintosh or a PC. Similarly,

related products information may be input to the system product data file at step 1216.

By way of example, the manufacturer may recommend one or more products as

related to the product. A quality check may be performed on the inputted information

at step 1218. By way of example, inputted data may be checked against completed

product data research forms. In addition, the status flag for the new system SKU may

be set to "released" at step 1220. If it is determined that there are more forms at step

1222, the process continues at step 1204. Once data for all forms and associated

products is entered into the system product data file, the process is completed at step

1224.

As described above, once the product has been classified according to the data

model, a data entry template associated with the category of the classified product

may be rendered to facilitate the capture of product data. By way of example, the

data entry template may be a product data research form that includes a listing of

potential values associated with each of the attributes in the category of the classified

product. Alternatively, the data entry template may be provided via an automated

computer process. FIG. 12B illustrates an exemplary product data research form that

may be used to capture product data as shown in FIG. 12A according to an

embodiment of the invention. Within each class of the data model, a product data

research form may be generated for each possible category of products. An
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identifying form header 1226 may be provided to identify the specific product being

researched. By way of example, the form header 1226 may include a manufacturer

identifier 1228, a manufacturer SKU 1230, a product line 1232, a model number

1234, a manufacturer product description 1236, a system SKU 1238, and a category

identifier 1240.

In addition to identifying the product being researched, data relating to the

status of the data capture may be indicated by the researcher. By way of example, a

name of the researcher 1242 and date/time 1244 may be provided upon completion of

research for all mandatory (e.g., searchable) attributes 1246, when the form has been

transmitted for data capture 1248, upon completion of data capture 1250, and when

all data has been checked 1252.

During the capturing process, the attribute group name 1254 (e.g.. Processor)

and attribute name 1256 (e.g.. Form Factor) of each attribute may be provided, along

with an associated possible value list 1258. In addition, an attribute indicator 1260

may be provided which indicates whether capture of the attribute is mandatory as well

as whether a single value or multiple values are to be selected from the possible value

list 1258. Although data may be captured manually, this process may be automated.

Once data has been captured, the data may be compiled in a format suitable

for use in a catalog. FIG. 13A is a proof data sheet illustrating exemplary

components that may be generated for use in a catalog according to an embodiment of

the invention. As shown, the proof data sheet may indicate a language 1300 in which

the data is provided, a manufacturer identifier 1302, a manufacturer SKU 1304, a

quantity 1306 in which the product may be packaged (e.g., in multiples of 5, 10, 100,

etc.), and a system SKU 1308. Various components may be generated for use in a

catalog. Several exemplary components are a standardized description 1310, a
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marketing description 1312, an extended description (i.e., main specifications) 1314,

and technical specifications (i.e., extended specifications) 1316. The proof data sheet

may then be used by the researcher to verify that catalog data has been entered

correctly.

For each component that may be generated for use in a catalog, the component

may have a format specified according to a component definition. Moreover, each

component definition may be defined in association with one or more categories.

FIG. 13B is a component generator report illustrating exemplary component

definitions for creating components according to an embodiment of the invention.

Within each category 1318, a component definition for each possible component 1320

may be defined. Each component definition may fiirther include a section header

1322, at least one line header 1324, and a line body definition 1326 corresponding to

each line header definition. Each Une body definition 1326 includes rules defining

the contents of the line body. The contents of the line body are obtained according to

the rules from the product data as well as "literals" defined in the rules which are

displayed in the line body (e.g., "x"). By way of example, as shown, the component,

"Technical Specifications," 1320 may include the section header, "General," 1322.

Below this section header, the line headers 1324 "Product Form Factor,"

"Dimensions," and "Enclosure Color" are provided with corresponding line body

definitions 1326. Thus, the line header may identify an attribute group associated

with the product and corresponding category.

Once built, each component definition may be used to create a component

having the contents and format specified by the component definition. FIG. 13C is a

diagram illustrating an exemplary component format that may be used to create

components according to an embodiment of the invention. As shown, a component
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1328 may include a section header 1330, at least one line header 1332, and a line

body 1334 corresponding to each line header 1332.

A method of generating component data as may be performed with data

captured for previously "missing" products as shown in step 1008 of FIG. lOA is

illustrated in FIG. 13D. The process begins at step 1336 and at step 1338, it is

determined whether there are more newly inputted products (e.g., products previously

missing from the system product data file) for which component data is to be

generated. If there are more products, a next one of the "missing" products is

obtained at step 1340. Once obtained, one or more components may be generated for

the missing product. By way of example, a standardized description may be

generated for the missing product at step 1342. In addition, main technical

specifications may be generated for the missing product at step 1344. As another

example, extended technical specifications may be generated for the missing product

at step 1346. When it is determined at step 1338 there are no more missing products,

the process completes at step 1348.

As shown in FIG. 13D, various component data may be generated for a

particular product. FIG. 13E is a flow diagram illustrating a general method of

generating a component according to an embodiment of the invention. The process

begins at step 1350 and at step 1352, a component definition may be obtained for the

product category. For each item identified in the component definition, information

may be extracted from the product data and the data model at step 1354. A

component descriptor (e.g., technical/extended specifications) may then be built based

upon the extracted information and the component definition (e.g., literals provided in

the component definition) at step 1356. The descriptor may then be stored in the

appropriate files or generated in real-time at step 1358. By way of example, the
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component descriptor may be provided in response to a catalog query. The process

completes at step 1360.

A customer may request that enriched product data be provided to the

customer according to that customer's preferences. FIG. 14A.is a flow diagram

illustrating a method of generating enriched product data as shown in step 1010 of

FIG. lOA according to an embodiment of the invention. As will be described, this

enriched product data may be generated from the system product data file according

to a customer profile. The customer profile may identify at least one customer and

associated customer searchable attribute preferences specified by each customer. By

way of example, the customer searchable attribute preferences may specify attributes

(e.g., according to category) for which values are to be transmitted. The process

begins at step 1402 and at step 1404, system records associated with the customer

may be obtained from the system product data file. As described above with respect

to FIG. 12A, after data is captured for missing products, the status flags for these

system records may be set to "released." Thus, system records for customer SKUs

having status flags set to "released" may be obtained to prepare this captured data for

transmission to the customer. Enriched product data may then be generated for each

of these system records in steps 1406 through 1418.

Each relevant system record is processed individually. Thus, at step 1406, a

system record associated with a customer is obtained from the system product data

file (e.g., one of the released system records) for processing. Next, at step 1408, a

product header is created from the system record. This product header is different

from the product header that is stored in the system file. Rather, this new product

header will be associated with data that is to be exported to the customer. By way of

example, the product header may include a customer SKU associated with the system
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record. In addition, the product header may include a system SKU that identifies a

product associated with the system record, a category identifier that identifies a

category in which the product is classified, a manufacturer product description

describing standard features of the product, a product line associated with the product

and a model number for the product. The product header may then be exported to

identify the exported attributes.

In addition, attributes associated with the system record may be exported

based upon the customer searchable attribute preferences at step 1410. For instance,

the attributes that are exported may include, but are not limited to, an attribute ID

associated with the attribute, a value ID associated with each value assigned to the

attribute, and a unit ID identifying a unit for the attribute. In addition, these attributes

may be indexed by customer SKU.

It is important that the product data that is exported be useful to the customer

requesting the data. Most importantly, when the data is obtained and displayed by a

search engine, it is important that the data be displayed so that product comparisons

can readily be made. However, this may be difficult since the units associated with

products being compared may differ. As a result, it may be difficult to compare the

attribute values associated with various products. For instance, the memory size for a

computer product may include 1500MB, 3GB, 600MB, and 7KB. Although the value

1500 is larger than the value 3, 3GB is actually larger than 1500MB since the units

differ. Therefore, according to one embodiment of the invention, possible attribute

value-unit combinations are normalized to permit values to be compared by an end-

user.

Normalizing numeric value-unit combinations may be performed prior to data

capture or upon completion of data capture. Thus, each value in the possible value
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list may be combined with each one of the units in the associated possible unit list for

one of the attributes to create a possible value-unit combination. Each possible value-

unit combination is then assigned a normalized value. Altematively, the ordering of

possible attribute values-unit combinations may be performed for only the subset of

data that the customer has requested upon completion of data capture. For instance,

each attribute value and associated unit may be assigned a value such that the smallest

value is assigned the value of"!" while each value larger in size is assigned the next

highest integer. Therefore, according to the previous example, 7KB is assigned the

value of "1", 600 MB is assigned the value of "2", 1500MB is assigned the value of

"3", and 3GB is assigned the value of "4". Accordingly, normalized numeric values

are assigned to attribute value and unit combinations so that attributes may be ordered

appropriately by a search engine for display to an end-user.

Similarly, lists of related products may be transmitted to the customer. As

shown, at step 1412, a list of related products associated with the system record may

be produced. By way of example, the list of related products may be those products

recommended by the manufacturer. Related product information may include the

customer SKU associated with the system record as well as a customer SKU for each

of the related products. As described above, the customer SKU associated with the

system record may be obtained from the product header. If it is determined at step

1414 that there are more records, the process continues at step 1406.

As described above, the customer may receive product data in one or more

specified languages. To accommodate such a request, multiple translations may be

compiled and transmitted to the customer. Thus, after processing one or more system

records, a vocabulary file may be generated and exported based upon the exported

attributes (e.g., attribute values) at step 1416. The vocabulary file preferably includes
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translations for each language dependent attribute. Various fields within each

attribute may be language dependent (e.g., unit).

The customer may wish to receive a list of those attributes it is receiving. By

way of example, if the customer has requested specific attributes, these customer

searchable attribute preferences may be exported to identify the attributes that the

customer is receiving at step 1418. The process is completed at step 1420. In this

manner, updated product data suitable for use in an electronic catalog may be

captured, stored, and distributed to various customers.

As described above, a customer may indicate specific attributes for which the

customer wishes to receive product data. FIG. 14B is a diagram illustrating an

exemplary customer searchable attribute preferences file that may be used in

generating enriched product data as shown in FIG. 14A. As shown, the customer

profile includes a customer searchable attribute preferences file 1422 which identifies

a customer 1424 and customer searchable attribute preferences (e.g., attribute and

associated category). Each attribute may be identified by an attribute ID 1426 and the

associated category may be identified by a category ID 1428.

FIG. 15A is a diagram illustrating an exemplary system for retrieving catalog

data according to an embodiment of the invention. As shown, an end user 1502 may

access a web site or web page 1504 via the intemet 1506 via an HTTP server 1508.

As shown, the web site 1504 provides a query form 1510 which permits a user to

query a catalog file such as the system product data file or customer catalog file. The

query supplied by the query form 1510 may be sent to the system data base server

1512 which retrieves the requested information (e.g., component) fi-om the system

database 1514 (e.g., system product data file). The requested information may then

be redirected 1516 to the web page 1504.
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A query may be provided to an end user in various forms, FIG. 15B is a

diagram illustrating an exemplary user query for retrieving catalog data according to

an embodiment of the invention. As shown, the user query 1518 may include a

customer SKU 1520 associated with a product, a language selection 1522 in which

information associated with the product is desired, and a component request 1524

associated with the product. As described above, the component may include a

manufacturer product description (i.e., standardized product description), main

specifications, extended specifications, a marketing description, an image, and a URL

associated with the product. In this manner, an end user may tailor its query to obtain

specific information associated with a product. In addition, numeric values may be

normalized upon display as described above with reference to FIG. 14A.

In addition to submitting a query to obtain information associated with one

product, an end user may wish to compare multiple products. Thus, as shown in FIG.

15C, the user query may permit a user to compare selected products within an

identical category 1526 according to selected comparable attributes. By way of

example, a selection of at least one of the set of attributes 1528 corresponding to the

category 1526 may be obtained from a user. In addition, a selection of products 1530

within the category 1526 may be accepted. The selected attributes (e.g., attribute

values) may then be obtained for the selected products 1530 from the catalog database

(e.g., system product data file or customer database) and displayed. Thus, once the

user submits this query, the selected comparable attributes 1532 for the selected

products 1530 may be provided to permit a side-by-side comparison as shown.

The invention can also be embodied as computer readable code on a computer

readable medium. The computer readable medium is any data storage device that can

store data which can thereafter be read by a computer system. Examples of the
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computer readable medium include read-only memory, random-access memory, CD-

ROMs, magnetic tape, and optical data storage devices.

Although illustrative embodiments and applications of this invention are

shown and described herein, many variations and modifications are possible which

remain within the concept, scope, and spirit of the invention, and these variations

would become clear to those of ordinary skill in the art after perusal of this

application. For instance, the present invention is described in the context of a

computer system. However, it should be understood that the present invention is not

limited to this arrangement, but instead would equally apply regardless of the type of

products for which product data is captured. Accordingly, the present embodiments

are to be considered as illustrative and not restrictive, and the invention is not to be

limited to the details given herein, but may be modified within the scope and

equivalents of the appended claims.
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